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FROM THE DESK OF THE

PRINCIPAL

Today’s education system faces a greater
challenge in terms of imparting the right
knowledge and apt experience that blends to
groom value conscious successful students.
We, at Sri Guru Tegh Bahadur Khalsa College,
put forward a distinctive blend of offerings in the
areas of knowledge and enterprise by promoting
societies and encouraging students to take part in
plethora of activities. BizGeist, the Commerce
Periodical, is another such attempt by the Khalsa
fraternity to bring out literary pursuits in the
budding entrepreneurs by giving them space and
opportunity to pen down anything and
everything.
Greek philosopher Aristotle once remarked, “We
are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is
not an act, but a habit.” With this inspiring
thought, I would like to appreciate the efforts of
the students and staff members in putting forward
this inaugural issue of ‘BizGeist’.
I wish you all a happy reading.

Dr. Jaswinder Singh
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THE CONVENOR
SPEAKS…
"A university stands for humanism, for tolerance, for
reason, for progress, for the adventure of ideas and for the
search of truth."
(Jawaharlal Nehru)
A vibrant education system provides the impetus for the
growth of a nation. Educational spaces must provide
diverse platforms for students to observe, question, reason,
research and reflect, and thus emerge as individuals who
can exercise thoughtful, responsible choices and express
their views freely. As economist, philosopher and Nobel
laureate Amartya Sen has very aptly written: "The success
of a society is to be evaluated primarily by the freedoms
that the members of the society enjoy". I believe that in
the 21st century we must also strive to facilitate learning
that provides the foundation for young people to become
empathetic, environmentally conscious and global citizens
who will be a part of the change they would like to see. It is
with this insight and dream that Sri Guru Tegh Bahadur
Khalsa College, and the Department of Commerce strive to
climb to newer heights.
It is thus with great pleasure that we bring forth the
inaugural issue of ‘BizGeist’ which provides a space for
students to explore various issues and concerns and express
their unique viewpoints. As you flip through the pages, I
am sure you’ll be delighted by the vitality, creativity and
diverse perspectives of our young Khalsites.
Enjoy Reading!

Dr. Paramjeet Kaur
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CHIEF EDITORS’
COLUMN
Dear Readers,
It gives us a feeling of immense pleasure to share with you
that the Department of Commerce is coming with the
inaugural issue of its online periodical, BizGeist. It’s indeed
a proud moment for all of us. It will provide a platform to
the students to put forward their views on plethora of issues
and showcase their literary skills. Moreover, it will act as an
archive for the memories of the year.
Heartiest thanks to the individual contributors for their
overwhelming response.
It took a great effort by the entire team of The Business
Café, the Editorial Board of Department of Commerce, to
make this online issue a reality and they deserve full credit
and congratulations for this. A heartfelt thanks to our
convener, Dr. Paramjeet Kaur, whose constant
encouragement and efforts ensured that the issue was on
time, despite all odds.
Last but not the least, heartfelt gratitude to the Honourable
Principal, Dr. Jaswinder Singh, and entire faculty of
Commerce Department for their unending encouragement
and motivation.
We sincerely hope that this issue will act as a benchmark and
source of inspiration for the students to keep the flag flying
high for times to come.
Happy Reading.

Ms. Parminder Kaur
Dr. Kamaldeep Kaur
Ms. Jasleen Kaur
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FROM THE DESK OF

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
“Reading is still the main way that I both learn new
things and test my understanding.”
-Bill Gates
No permutations and combinations of words can explain
the feeling as I pen down this column for the inaugural
edition of ‘BizGeist’. A dream, BizGeist, could not have
been possible without the incessant assistance of the
Principal, Dr. Jaswinder Singh; the Convener, Dr.
Paramjeet Kaur and the faculty members of Department
of Commerce. I would also like to express my gratitude
towards the entire team of ‘The Business Café’,
especially the Teachers-in-Charge, Ms. Parminder Kaur,
Dr. Kamaldeep Kaur and Ms. Jasleen Kaur.
BizGeist is not just a business periodical, but also an
endeavour to provide invigorating space for nascent
entrepreneurs. The magazine attempts to provide a
comprehensive insight to the contemporary events.
While we have primarily focused on capturing episodes
of business, economic and financial nature, due
emphasis has been given on events of other genres.
The leitmotif of this edition is to capture the play-offs
between various world currencies. From the soaring
United States Dollar to plummeting Turkish Lira, the
edition talks about how this financial spectacle has
affected the economic world. From the wildest ideas of
One World-One Currency to the contemporary U.S. –
China Trade War and the Venezuelan crisis, we have
tried to incorporate all articles of reader’s delight.
As you will unfurl the pages, I am sure you’ll be
delighted to read features on plethora of grains by
budding Khalsaites.
I wish you all a very happy reading!
Gopal Batra
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ECODING
OLLAR

The Cascading Rupee, The Rising Crude Oil Prices,
The Sino-US Romance and The Turkish Lira Crisis
Gopal Batra
Editor-in-Chief

It is a celebrated oration that changes in the
exchange rate of the United States Dollar
(USD) have a much more psychological
Typethe
to enter
text
impact among Indians than
Americans.
It
Type to enter text
is an emotive subject for all
of text
the
Typesects
to enter
population, be it conservative or liberals,
admirers or critics. In 2013, the then Leader of
Opposition, Madam Sushma Swaraj said in
the Indian Parliament, “Rupee is not just a
piece of paper; Rupee is not just a currency. A
country’s prestige is attached to its currency.
As the Rupee depreciates more and more, the
stature of the country is also declining(sic).”
The Indian National Rupee (INR) has already
breached the psychosomatic-70 mark. While
the two-digit number has little economic
relevance amidst contemporary global factors,
it possesses great cerebral relevance in the
Eastern nation. By the time this story was
filed, the Rupee had plummeted to Rs. 72/
USD. The greenback is getting stronger
against not just Rupee, but majorly all Asian
currencies. The rupee is falling primarily due
to international factors like the U.S.-China
Trade war, the Turkish Lira Crisis, the
Venezuelan Crisis, and the skyrocketing crude
oil prices. The core to this issue lies 12000
kilometers away from New Delhi at the White
House in Washington DC. The Donald Trump
led Republican government can be blamed
prima facie for the triggering all these
problems. The international price of crude oil
ascended north from $29/barrel in August
2016 to $80/barrel in August 2018.

The key reason for the aforesaid is the United
States pulling out from the Iran Nuclear Deal
and thereby imposing sanctions on the Middle
East Nation. It has created gross pressure on
the American allies, including India for
importing oil from Iran. Another key oil
contributor to the Indian markets, Venezuela,
is also facing sanctions from the Western
nation. Adding to it, the Trump administration
has threatened fresh punitive actions on
Venezuela which could adversely aﬀect the
Bolivarian Republic’s global output and
putting India’s position in jeopardy. However,
expert views suggest that countries like China
and India would continue to buy oil from Iran
to meet its increasing demand, even if it has
to be in low quantity. Even European nations
have refused to participate in the US
sanctions. However, only time can testify
which country can withstand how much
pressure. The Turkish Lira crisis is another
major reason for a strengthening Dollar.
Strained relations between Turkey and the
United States due to political reasons have
added to the misery. The crisis began days
after the Trump administration announced a
doubling of tariﬀs on Turkey to push Ankara to
release Evangelical Christian pastor Andrew
Brunson, who is being held on terrorism
charges. According to a leading national daily,
Aljazeera, Aly Khan Satchu (a financial analyst
and CEO of Rich Management, a financial and
political advisory firm) said that “US Dollar has
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OPINIONS THAT MATTER
“There are no domestic reasons… Reasons are global. In the last few months, the dollar has
strengthened against every currency.” “RBI is certainly doing whatever is necessary. I don’t think there
is any need for the world’s fastest-growing economy to come out with panic and knee-jerk reactions.”
Mr. Arun Jaitley, Minister of Finance, Government of India
“The rupee has been strengthening in real terms for some time now while inflation rate has been
modest but above world inflation rates and as a result the rupee needs modest weakening over time.
Hence, I am not too concerned about the rupee hitting an all-time low.” “Currency weakness is a factor
of dollar strength rather than anything else. But, I would say that investors should look at countries with
large current account deficits as well as high level of debt.”
Dr. Raghuram Rajan, Former Governor, Reserve Bank of India
“Government’s five ‘measures’ announced yesterday are half-hearted and too late. Because government
was in denial”
Mr. P. Chidambaram, Former Union Minister, Government of India
“It is a double-edged sword for the Indian economy.”
Mr. N.S. Venkatesh, Chief Executive, Association of Mutual Funds in India told AFP

been weaponized- either deliberately or by
design”. As per CNBC, Turkey’s crushing
annual inflation is running at an estimated
101%. Due to such punitive actions by the
US and the retaliatory actions by the Turks,
the crisis has started affecting other
emerging market economies, India being one
of the major victims. Global Trade war fears

prompted by the Republican government and
China’s retaliatory import tariffs have also
weakened the rupee as well as the Chinese
Yuan. Amidst all these crisis, rising oil prices
may force the Reserve Bank of India to keep
the lending rates high to woo dollars and
maintaining India’s position as an attractive
Debt market.

All of the above reasons have been individually discussed in this edition.

Harleen Kaur
Senior Correspondent

The Turkish economy has been prominent in the news this
year but for all the wrong reasons. Turkey, one of the most
important Middle Eastern countries, is currently under
severe financial crises. The Turkish financial crisis is
characterised by the Turkish currency, Lira falling in value,
high inflation, rising borrowing costs and correspondingly
rising loan defaults. The Turkish Lira has been facing a
rapid downfall in its value since the beginning of the year,
hitting its lowest in August.

Lira’s value has plunged since January 2018 and has lost around
38% of its value against the dollar. But what are the factors that
led to this crisis? One of the major reasons is the country’s
humongous current account deficit. In simple words, Turkey’s
economy has relied on capital inflows to fund private sector and
with Turkey’s banks and big firms
borrowing heavily in foreign currencies.
The deficit stood at $33.1 billion in 2016,
which increased to $47.3 billion in 2017
and in 2018, this deficit, was one of the
largest in the world, being $51.6 billion.
This steep increase is immensely burdening for a small economy
like that of Turkey as a falling currency means more has to
ill Ankara step back and
returned. The fall in the value of Lira is affecting other
release American Pastor to free
currencies as well, including the Indian Rupee. This is because
itself from Financial Prison?
Lira is a popularly traded currency. When a currency falls, its
relative currencies i.e. currencies which it is often traded against,
also experience a fall to some extent. It is evident from the fact
that the Indian Rupee also hit a fresh record low of 72.97 (by the In another serious blow to Turkey and the
time the article was filed) rupees to $1 ever since the Lira crises. lira, The Republican President announced
via Twitter that he had approved the
The South African rand has also taken a hit.
doubling of tariffs on Turkish Steel and
Another reason that may have contributed to this crisis is the Aluminum. The tweet read, “I have just
Turkey’s worsening relations with the U.S. The U.S. President authorized a doubling of Tariffs on Steel and
Donald Trump’s administration hit its justice and interior Aluminum with respect to Turkey as their
ministers with sanctions, a move in response to the detention of currency, the Turkish Lira, slides rapidly
American pastor Andrew Brunson, who has been held captive downward against our strong Dollar!
Aluminum will now be 20% and Steel 50%.”
for nearly two years over suspected links to political groups.

THE TURKI
“w
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”

SH LIRA CRISIS
Our relations with Turkey are not
good at this time!’ In response,
Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip
Erdoğan, doubled tariffs on
imports from U.S. on some
products such as passenger cars,
alcohol and tobacco. This crisis
has given rise to a number of
problems in the country. The
stock market has fallen 17%,
while the government borrowing
costs have risen to 18% in a year.
To the public’s dismay, inflation
in Turkey has hit 101% (annual,
as per CNBC), resulting in a
remarkable increase in the prices
of everyday items like bread,

butter and other necessary
commodities which will
immensely add onto the ordeals
of the poor sector of the
population. The only sector that
might benefit from this situation
is Tourism. It is a good time for
tourists as due to the fall in value
of Lira, travelling to Turkey has
become cheaper than ever before.
Holiday company Thomas Cook
has seen a substantial rise of 63%
in bookings to Turkey, especially
from American, European and
even Indian tourists as traveling
expenses have fallen by 30-40%.
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economy would need a huge
amount of time and support from
other nations to recover from this
heavily burdening financial crisis.
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RAINBOWS
Simarpreet Saggu
B.Com (H) - 2nd Year
Over the past decade homosexuals have gathered more and more acceptance in India and finally, on
September 6th 2018, they cease to be criminals for loving their own way. Reading the judgement,
Justice Indu Malhotra, the only woman in the bench, said, "History owes an apology to these people
persecuted by Section 377 for the social ostracism caused by the section.”
Love is unstoppable and you cannot command your heart, your brain, your hormones, your soul to work
in a specific way the society or the law expects you to because, you don't find love in a person’s sex,
you find it in the gender and who said the gender cannot be same, different or for that matter both.
When an attempt is made to coerce these people out of their sexual orientations rather than accepting
them for who they are it becomes an act of humiliation. Therefore, Chief Justice of India His Excellency
Deepak Misra quoted a German philosopher Schopenhauer, “I am what I am, so take me for who I am.”
The judgement I hope will give these people peace, ease their mental agony and is a big ray of hope
towards complete freedom because, the battle isn't over yet.
While we should be grateful that we have finally done away with a law we should never have had in
independent India, we should really ponder about what comes next. Making love to anyone with their
consent behind closed doors is fine by the law now but, putting a ring on it isn’t. Having a family and
babies as a couple isn't. In my opinion, not to stereotype, it in any way but, for some people validating
their love is as important as having it with whoever they want to have it with, irrespective of the gender
in the first place. It, for them, is an institution where two people come together, form and may or may not
wish to extend a family. What bothers me is that these people are not completely free and cannot
choose to live with whoever they want to as adult human beings. They should not be demanding these
rights in the first place because they’re no less humans but due to the prevailing sorrowful set
of circumstances they do have to fight for their existence. Giving them the right to love is a big step and
the community clearly appreciates it but, giving them the right to LIVE is equally paramount. The liberals
are celebrating the unfinished victory, The Government evidently is not. It is vital for the people in power,
who rule us (literally and metaphorically) to stand with the citizens of this country. Speaking of which,
since a tweet of Honorable Prime Minister “Satyameva Jayate” could give a statement about a huge
issue. This time, we haven't been lucky enough to even get that.
So, we all should continue to stand in their support, celebrate the steps, anticipate complete freedom
and hope for the best. The law of the society won’t decide who I am and who I will love and most
importantly live with.
And for the record, Satyameva Jayate.

ARE BEAUTIFUL

ELUCIDATING ENTREPRENEURIAL ACTIONS

Image Source - stayzilla.com

“I do not fear failures, but I am scared not to take risk.”
-Jatin Kataria
Saiyam Jain
Executive Editor

Call it a shame or a First Attempt in Learning
(F.A.I.L), startups are always welcoming this
feared friend in the most pleasant way, and one of
the greatest examples of this statement is Yogendra
Vasupal a.k.a Yogi. Being the founder of India’s
largest homestay network, Stayzilla with a funding
of $34M, it becomes hard to believe that such a
flourishing startup had to book a permanent stay
for the feared friend - F.A.I.L in its homestay and
hotel booking business model.

wind back in 2005 and customer education
fluttered Yogendras’ ambitions. The achievements
were short lived as Stayzilla prepared for its own
demise by heavily investing both in creation of
homestays as well as customers who would choose
them. Huge amounts were spent both on the
creation of demand and supply. The investors
raised their eyebrows on the continuous weak cash
flows and negative working capital. Stayzilla
became yet another startup that focussed on the
solution and the idea rather than problem. Adding
to the value proposition became the blindspot for
Stayzilla. The venture missed on the essentials of a
strong cash flow position, essentials of a strong
local network and high revenues. Stayzilla also
became a prey of the ‘high discount spree’ in order
to differentiate themselves from their competitors,
thus adding fuel to fire. All these events happened
in such a quick succession that it became really late
for the founders to realize that they have shifted
paths and returning back was next to impossible.
Yogendra Vasupal took the tough decision and
announced that Stayzilla was going to shut its
operations. Unlike other entrepreneurs who choose
to keep quiet on their failures, Yogi shouldered the
entire responsibility and claimed that he had lost
focus somewhere but had not lost his passion. He
also blamed some of the country’s key macro
trends and discounting-based growth rampant in
the travel industry.

Yogendra Vasupal along with his wife Rupal
Yogendra, and his friend Sachit Singhi were few of
those frequent travellers who preferred homestays
over hotels. However, they always encountered one
problem which was the dearth of the homestays.
Struck by the idea of introducing the homestay
concept in india, the trio launched an online travel
agency for hotel bookings named as Inasra. The
company was an early Airbnb business type that
provided an online platform in which homestays as
well as hotels could be listed. Later, they renamed
the platform to Stayzilla and pivoted to a hotel
aggregator model in 2010. Stayzilla had over
15000 stays in about 1100 cities across the country
and in 2013 it reached the 500 bookings in a day
milestone. The potential for a business like
Stayzilla was huge, especially because they were
among the first companies in India to venture into
the sector and make use of technology. Stayzilla
could have milked the market to even a greater
extent but being the firsts also meant that people
were unfamiliar with the use of technology and the
use of internet. Online booking of hotels was a new

But as every entrepreneur dream, the founder trio
aims to revamp and reboot its operations focussing
all its energy on the supply side.

“Break a leg Stayzilla! see you in the market”
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THE SAGA OF
SINGH BROTHERS
Harshit Dhingra
Senior Correspondent

The Singh brothers, Malvinder Singh and Shivinder
Singh, have become an example of how to make and
break a fortune in a short span of time. Once the poster
boys of India’s booming pharmaceutical industry, are
now in a state of adversity. They inherited Ranbaxy, a
pharmaceutical company that was set up by their
grandfather Bhai Mohan Singh and grown by their
father Dr. Parvinder Singh. Besides, the brothers are
promoters of financial services firm Religare
Enterprises Ltd. (REL) and they co-founded Fortis
Healthcare in 2001.

vital information. The brothers then challenged the
high court order in the Supreme Court but gained
nothing. Ranbaxy was further sold by Daiichi Sankyo
to Sun Pharma after a loss of Rs. 6000 crore,
according to an estimate. Besides the controversial
Ranbaxy deal, many more factors are responsible for
the brothers’ misery. It was alleged that the promoters
of REL had siphoned around $300 million to their
privately-held companies. Above that, they were also
alleged to have funneled out $78 million from Fortis
Healthcare.

Initially, they were doing good business. Religare did
some half a dozen acquisitions and seemed like it was
headed to become a global financial services company.
Fortis also grew rapidly and spread its presence to
other countries as well. However, the problems started
with the sale of Ranbaxy to Japan’s Daiichi Sankyo, a
global pharmaceutical company, in 2008 for $4.6
billion. Though the deal provided the brothers the
required funds to flourish their business, it was
followed by financial woes.

Recently Shivinder Singh, the younger of the two
brothers, filed a petition with The National Company
Law Tribunal (NCLT) which has simplified the
complex scenario to a great extent. Shivinder Singh
has distanced himself from his elder brother
Malvinder Singh and has alleged his brother and Mr.
Godhwani, the former Chairman and Managing
Director of Religare among others, for perpetrating
“oppression and management”. He has sought removal
of Malvinder from the board of RHC and restitution of
funds diverted by the duo. According to Shivinder, he
just oversaw the business operations and was unaware
of the company’s financial transactions. He said he
had taken public retirement to his spiritual home, Beas
in 2015 and had left the thriving business in the
“trusted hands”. Following are some of the allegations
he has made in 43-page petition he has filed with
NCLT.

Ranbaxy was sold to Daiichi when it was at its peak,
but the deal was welcomed by a shock from the United
States Food and Drug Administration (USFDA). Just a
few weeks after the sale, USFDA banned imports from
Ranbaxy, citing poor quality of its drugs. It became a
judicial matter and eventually the Delhi Court upheld
an international arbitration order which directed the
Singh brothers to pay Rs. 3500 crore to the Japanese
firm for misleading it during the deal by concealing
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Misappropriation of
funds and debt trap:

2014 and the former reported losses worth Rs
1,628 crore between 2011 and 2016. Lending
arm Religare Finvest also reported a net loss of
Rs 350 crore in 2016/17 while its debt shot up
from Rs 1,695 crore in 2008 to Rs 17,218 crore
in 2016, as per reports.

Shivinder has accused his brother of misusing
his position of executive chairman at Fortis
Healthcare and REL by extending loans to
related party companies. In a specific case
mentioned by Shivinder, Rs 473 crore Inter
Corporate Deposits (ICDs) were diverted from
Fortis Healthcare to the creditors of RHC. It is
alleged that this payment has not helped RHC
but has led to value erosion of wealth and
pushed into a debt-trap.
In another specific case, Shivinder points out
that Rs 750 crore loan was issued by Religare
Finvest, a Non-Banking Financial Institution, to
RHC holding and its subsidiary Ramchem. This
eroded the capital base of Religare Finvest and
the loan remains outstanding till date.

Forgery:

On the other hand, the impetuous expansion of
Fortis across different countries was entirely
executed through acquisitions of over $1
billion. Shivinder says that inability to repay
these loans resulted in the family losing control
of Fortis and Religare.
The brothers, in
February 2018, resigned from the board of
directors of Fortis in order to protect the
company from their ongoing legal fight that was
hurting the performance of the company.
Once renowned for their business acumen and
deal-making skills, the Singh brothers today are
being subject to scrutiny and litigation, besides
derision, in the companies they once owned.
After the rift between the Singh brothers, it will
be interesting to see how the remaining saga
unfolds.

Shivinder has also alleged

Malvinder of forging signature of his wife,
Aditi Singh, in the documents of RHC. He
alleges that the documents showed discussions
on bulk of these issue, though such meetings
never ever happened.
However, the aforementioned allegations by
Shivinder Singh are only a part of the story.
After the sale of Ranbaxy, the funds received
were utilized to make previous loan payments
and grow Religare and Fortis through reckless
expansion and acquisition spree. But after the
Great Recession, Religare and Fortis were
unable to service the mammoth debt raised
during the expansion period. Though many
businesses were affected, the biggest burden on
Religare were its subsidiaries, Religare Capital
Market and Ligare Aviation. The latter reported
net losses of Rs 590 crore between 2008 and
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T I TT L E - TATT LE
Mario Abdo Benitez sworn in as the 50th President
of Paraguay
New Indian express (Aug 15)

India, France sign MoU to form working group
for Gaganyaan Mission
Times of India (Sep 7)

Delhi Ranks 112 on Liveability Index, Mumbai 117
Among 140 World Cities
News18 (Aug 16)

Former RBI governor Bimal Jalan to head panel
to select new Chief Economic Advisor
Livermint (Sep 7)

India ranked 8th in Asian games held in Jakarta,
Indonesia with a total of 69 medals.
Jagran Josh (Aug 17)

Ramesh Powar appointed head coach of women’s
cricket team
The Hindu (Aug 15)

Imran Khan sworn in as 22nd Prime Minister of
Pakistan
The Times of India (Aug 18)

Supreme Court approves colour coding of vehicles
as per fuel type
Hindustan Times (Aug 16)

Kofi Annan, former UN Secretary-General, dies
The Hindu (Aug 20)

Ministry of Agriculture proposes to UNFAO to
declare 2019 as ‘International Year of Millets’
The Economic Times (Aug 17)

Exercise Pitch Black 2018 concludes in Australia
Zee News (Aug 20)
Chandrayaan-I data confirms presence of ice on
Moon: NASA
Times of India (Aug 22)
India, China agree to deepen defence cooperation
to avoid Doklam-like standoffs
NDTV (Aug 24)
World Bank launches world-first blockchain bond
The Economic Times (Aug 24)
India, Singapore sign Second Protocol amending
Comprehensive Economic Cooperation Agreement
Jagran Josh (Aug 25)
2+2 Dialogue: India-US sign historic COMCASA
agreement
Jagran Josh (Sep 6)

Image Source - Thrive Global

Anti-Tank Guided Missile ‘HELINA’ successfully
test fired at Pokhran range
The Diplomat (Aug 20)
Health Insurance companies to cover mental
illness under medical insurance policies: IRDA
The Times of India (Aug 20)
Madras HC orders CBSE to publicise 'no
homework, no bag' rule for Class I & II
The News Minute (Aug 21)
Strong wage policies needed to promote inclusive
growth in India: ILO’s India Wage Report
The Economic Times (Aug 22)
IMD to set up cyclone warning centre in
Thiruvananthapuram
Outlook (Aug 22)

Arun Jaitley resumes charge as Union Minister of
Finance and Corporate Affairs
The Hindu (Aug 23)

CBSE to provide digital board exam documents to
flood-hit Kerala students
Indian Express (Aug 28)

CJI launches e-Filing, e-Pay, and NSTEP
applications to facilitate litigants and lawyers
Financial Express (Aug 23)

ISRO unveils Gaganyaan Mission to put Indians in
space before 2022
News on Air (Aug 29)

NITI Aayog launches 5 Thematic Reports on
Sustainable Development in Indian Himalayan
Region
Jagran Josh (Aug 23)

India, World Bank sign loan agreement to scale-up
India’s energy efficiency programme
Bank Today (Aug 29)

Commerce Ministry developing National Logistics
Portal for ease of trading
Financial Express (Aug 24)
Sale of junk food on campuses: UGC directs
universities
New Indian Express (Aug 24)
UIDAI makes facial recognition mandatory for
Aadhaar authentication
Business Today (Aug 24)
Government announces Drone Regulations 1.0 for
safe commercial usage of Drones
Jagran Josh (Aug 28)
Petroleum Minister launches online portal for
common carrier capacity booking
Jagran Josh (Aug 28)

NMCG approves projects worth Rs 150 crore for
cleaning Ganga River and its banks
Bank Today (Aug 29)
99.3 percent of demonetised currency returned:
RBI in its Annual Report 2017-18
First Post (Aug 30)
Assam declares entire state ‘disturbed’; extends
AFSPA by 6 months
Daily Hunt (Aug 30)
Banks with over 10 branches to have internal
ombudsman: RBI’s Internal Ombudsman Scheme
Financial Express (Sep 4)
EC removes NOTA option from Rajya Sabha,
Legislative Council polls
Jagran Josh (Sep 8)

THE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

LEADERS FOR TOMORROW
Students’ Union 2018-19
President

-

Simardeep Singh Sethi

Vice President

-

Ankush Chhikara

General Secretary

-

Maherjyot Kaur Grover

Joint Secretary

-

Pankaj Jaiswal

Central Councillors

-

Inderpreet Singh
Akansh Saroha
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I welcome all the freshers to the most vibrant
campus of the University of Delhi. As the
college's President, I assure a disciplined and
student friendly environment. My prime focus
would be to ensure a common room for my
visually impaired friends where they can get a
common place to access their notes, audio and
interact with each other. Libraries will be well
stocked with newest edition and quality books.
My efforts will be directed towards having an
evening fest and the performer to be chosen by
students through Google poll.
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NATURE’S WRATH

Image source - www.scmp.com

Wardah Khan
Senior Correspondent

The disastrous floods and landslides in KeralaGod’s own country and Nagaland have caused
deaths, displacement of thousands, and deadly
diseases ravaging the states for over a month now.
Kerala’s service sector, which drives the state’s
economy, has suffered massive losses in tourism,
hospitality, construction and public administration.
While agriculture, which has undergone extensive
destruction, is likely to give a contracted output in
this fiscal year.
Likewise, the havocking floods and landslides in
Nagaland following the torrential rains have
resulted in displacement of people, shutting down
of local businesses and disrupted communication
networks. Though the Kerala government is yet to
submit a detailed report of the human lives lost,
valuation of properties destructed and agricultural
loss; a host of controversies has mired the ruling
government in these days of fury. The resistance of
the government to declare it as a ‘natural disaster’
and its refusal to accept foreign aid from UAE
(United Arab Emirates), Qatar, Maldives etc.
18
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following the rule set up by the UPA government
with respect to foreign assistance in times of
calamities, in the wake of 2004 tsunami has
triggered backlash from the citizens regarding the
government’s contribution. Amidst the disaster, the
unreasonable statements of certain MLAs citing
cow slaughter by the Keralites as the reason behind
this catastrophe and blaming the state government
for inadequate support has added insult to injury.
The opposition has reciprocated in full force, right
from bashing the media houses for scrutinizing
Rahul Gandhi’s Kailash Yatra during Nagaland
floods to Thiruvananthapuram’s MP refuting the
allegations of not assisting his constituency
adequately during this calamity.
Despite these political gimmicks, assistances
pouring in from charitable trusts, celebrities,
student organizations and other states to combat
the humanitarian crisis, has reposed faith in
humanity in such dire straits.
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INDIA’S POST
PAYMENT
BANK
Udayjot Singh
Senior Correspondent

When the goal is to achieve Digitalizing India, it is
not possible with around 60 per cent of the
population still under-banked. This made the
government realize the need for establishment of
a Payments Bank, which could cover the vast
majority of such population. A Payments Bank is a
specialized bank formed with differentiated bank
license to carry a specific purpose. Basically, the
primary objective of the Government of India (GoI)
here is to increase Financial Inclusion. It is a term
that refers to providing basic financial services to
all the segments of an economy including the less
privileged households, small businesses and the
rural population etc. Hence, India Post Payments
Bank (IPPB) was set up by the Prime Minister
Narendra Modi led government. IPPB will use
technology combined with the ultimate use of
workforce, taking the help of the existing
infrastructure, to create an environment where the
majority starts to fall under the banking system.
Well, this is not only about holding a bank account
under your name, but there is much more to the
same. It also lays emphasis on the goal of a
cashless economy and digitalizing payments by
providing an alternative to cash/cards i.e. Quick
Response (QR) codes. It will leverage the vast
network of the Indian postal services, Department
of Post (DoP). This will include approximately
1,55,000 post offices and 3,00,000 postmen
including Grameen Dak Sewaks. Out of which
30,000 have already undergone training and have
started to perform the Banking Services. So, the
biggest catch here is the workforce which will be

an obvious need to provide the promised
services, which will include like doorstep
banking. That means, there is no longer a need
for the people to visit banks for opening an
account or withdrawing/transferring/depositing
cash etc. In short, all the banking services will be
at the doorstep itself. By establishing IPPB the
GoI and the DoP aims at accelerating the
Financial Inclusion efforts and help in extending
the reach of banking services among the vast
majority of unbanked and under banked
segments of the society. This will be done by
providing them services such as zero balance
accounts which will encourage them to become
a part of the banking system. As catchy as it
seems, it is not the whole picture, there still
remains a big challenge. What is it? Let’s see,
the main objective of IPPB is Financial Inclusion,
which should include all the banking services.
But the biggest limitation upon IPPB or any other
payments bank for that matter is that they are
not allowed to lend money which is one of the
major services provided by any bank, though
they can accept deposits or provide rest of the
banking services. So, there is no credit being
created in the economy through payments
banks. Now the target population for IPPB is the
under privileged classes of the society, and the
biggest issue in their lives is the need of money.
They need money in form of loans from the
banks, but the banks which are ready to provide
them with the loans are not in their reach and
now when a bank (IPPB) is in their reach, it
doesn’t lend money. So, is IPPB actually working
towards Financial Inclusion as a whole or not? It
still remains a question.
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U.S.-CHINA TRADE
PLAY-OFF
Everything is fair in Love and War, and we don’t know what it is this time!

Harshit Dhingra
Senior Correspondent

The world’s largest economies
are at each other’s throat. The
United States of America
(USA) and the People’s
Republic of China (PRC) have
been imposing tariffs over the
imports from one another and it
may result into a trade war. .
Now, in order to understand this
trade war, factors leading to this
trade war, and what could be its
aftermath, one should first
understand that what exactly a
trade war is and how it works. A
trade war is when countries try
to attack each other’s trade with
a continuous imposition of
taxes and quotas. One country
will persistently raise tariffs on
the imports from the other
country and the other country
will retaliate in a similar manner
in a chain reaction. Taxing
items coming into the country
means that those items will
become expensive. People will
respond to it and will shift to the
cheaper, local products. It helps
in boosting the economy of the
domestic country.

Coming back to the U.S.CHINA trade war, it all started
with President Donald Trump
placing tariffs on billions of
dollars’ worth of goods from
around the world, in particular
China. The principal reason
was to cut the large trade deficit
the United States (U.S.) has
with China and the fact that
China has been accused of
unfair trade practices,
especially intellectual property
theft. According to the sources,
the U.S. trade deficit with China
was $375 billion in 2017. It is
because China can produce
many consumer good at a
lower price than other
countries. It is mainly due of the
following two reasons. Firstly, a
lower standard of living which
allows the companies to pay
lower wages to its workers, and
secondly, an exchange rate that
is partially fixed to the Dollar. In
the month August, Chinese
Yuan (CNY) closed at 1 U.S.
Dollar = 6.8314 CNY.

Xi Jinping’s government has
been further accused of
stealing the intellectual
property. It has been accused
of offering the American firms to
transfer technology to their
Chinese business partners and
in return get access to the
populous market of China. This
results in huge economic
losses for the United States.
The aforementioned factors
have led to the subsequent
actions. As per CNBC, the
Republican Government
imposed 25% tariffs on $34
billion worth of Chinese goods
which included televisions,
medical devices, aircraft parts,
etc. The Asian Nation
responded in a tit-for-tat
manner and imposed 25%
tariffs on $34 billion worth of
American goods. These tariffs
accounted for 0.1 % of the
Global Gross Domestic
Product. Later, the United
States again imposed 25%
tariffs on $16 billion of goods
from China.
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FOOTPRINTS IN INDIA
The effects of a trade war are unlikely to be restricted to
merely the two countries. Due to this, India too could
find some changing dynamics in its economy. India
could be affected in the subsequent manner.

Indian stock markets

The growing trade tussle has led to a cautious approach
by the investors which has resulted in drop of key
indices in the Indian share market. The Bombay Stock
Exchange Sensex has remained volatile throughout this
period. National Stock Exchange Nifty’s performance
Trade
In short and medium term, the U.S.-China trade tussle too was along the same lines as it also saw significant
is likely to present opportunities to India. The Chinese drops.
President has levied taxes on U.S. goods such as
soybean and simultaneously removed them from Indian
exports. This will help to reduce the trade deficit India
has with China.
According to Press Trust of India, Beijing lowered the
tariffs imposed on import of soybean from various
countries including India from three percent to zero
percent with effect from July 1, 2018. This provides a
great opportunity to India to increase its export of
soybean to China as China is a huge exporter of
soybean which serves as a source of protein for its food
processing industry. Moreover, some optimistic experts
believe that with the escalation of this trade tussle,
India may benefit in multiple areas such as jewellery,
garments, textile, etc.
Geopolitics
In this sphere, India is likely to veer closer to China as
the Middle Kingdom gets ready for a sustained trade
tussle with the US. India is set to be the world's fifth
largest economy and enjoys the tag of the fastestgrowing large economy.
In case the trade war escalates, it will be logical for
China to consider India among its allies. Lately, both
India and China have taken placatory steps to stabilize
their relationship. While China has made it easier for
India to export non-Basmati rice and removed import
duties on anti-cancer drugs, India has also looked to
distance itself from Dalai Lama, given license to Bank
of China, and has agreed on renaming of Taiwan. Now
it will be interesting to see where it all ends up.

MEET THE TRADE
WAR AVENGERS

In the recently concluded World Economic Forum
in Hanoi, Indonesia’s President Joko Widodo
wittily referred the ongoing U.S.-China trade
tussle to the Marvel Cinematic Universe
franchise’s blockbuster movie “Avengers: Infinity
War”. He referred himself as a part of the team of
superheroes, “The Avengers” that aim to defeat
the ideas stoking such conflict and claimed that he
and his fellow avengers stand ready to prevent
“Thanos” from wiping out half the world’s
population. Thanos is the villain of the 2018 film
“Avengers: Infinity War” who wiped out half of
all life in a fictitious universe to solve the
problem of limited resources for a growing
population.
Mr. Widodo asserted that the assumption of finite
resources was wrong as technology has allowed
people to stretch resources. He further mentioned
that no trade war of such intensity has erupted
since the Great Depression of the 1930s.
As per the analysts, Indonesia would not be
affected much by the ongoing trade tussle.
At the end of his speech, the Indonesia’s President
made it clear that Thanos is not an individual but
a misguided belief within all of us that rise of
some must necessarily mean decline of others.
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"The protectionist measures announced
so far are unlikely in themselves to have
a strong negative impact on growth, but
we are deeply concerned about a
possible escalation of the trade conflict.
The balance of risks for the global
economy is therefore now shifting
significantly to the downside"
- Marco Valli
(Head of macro research at UniCredit)

OPINIONS
THAT
MATTER

"Trump is a very reactive actor. He'll
make a lot of different outrageous claims
but really won't do anything until and
unless there's serious economic distress.
Then all bets are off because he'll be like
a trapped animal"
- Boris Scholssberg
(Managing Director of FX strategy at BK
Asset Management in New York)

"Within the next 12 months, China can
withstand much more than the US can
withstand. The Chinese aren't
constrained by the rule of law or a
representative democracy"
- Evan Medeiros
(Managing Director at the Eurasia group
and a former senior advisor to President
Barack Obama on Asia)

“This has come down sharply of late, and
may already reflect growing uncertainty
around trade policy, through other cyclical
factors are at work as well"
- Frederic Neumann
(Asian Economics Research at HSBC holding
Plc in Hong Kong)
"As this lingers on and we keep increasing the
level of tariffs where we get to a point where it
really escalates I think its highly likely that the
U.S. Treasury would then move to devalue the
Dollar and use it as a tool in this war"
- Keith Bliss
(Former Director of Drive Wealth in New York)
"In a serious economic battle, the US wins.
There is no question about it"
- Derek Scissors
(A resident scholar who has helped advise the
administration on China)
"India can focus on numerous goods for
expanding its exports to the US and China
markets following the hike in duties by both
the countries on imports from each other"
- CII
(The Confederation of Indian Industry)
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Also, the Chinese Government filed a
complaint with the World Trade Organisation
(WTO) with respect to the charges imposed by
the U.S. on foreign solar panels. It was alleged
that these tariffs violated the WTO ruling and
have destabilised the product’s international
market. Moreover, the officials from both the
countries met and discussed the intensifying
situation but it ended up with no resolution.
If it results into a trade war, it will definitely
have a negative impact on both the countries.
It will raise the cost of production for those
companies that import their raw material and in
order to maintain their profit they will further
increase the price of the goods. For instance,
China could tax the U.S. tech companies like
Apple. That could hit the tech giant, and it
could be forced to increase its prices to
compensate. With increase in the cost of
production, the companies may also resort to
layoffs. It will also slow the business
investments as the executives will prefer to
wait and see if U.S. administration can reach a
truce with China. Moreover, if possible,
domestic companies may shift their base to
some other country to protect themselves from
effects of trade war and not lose their market.
No country would want this to happen.
If we peep into the historical trade events, the
United States resorted to the protectionist
approach in 1930s in order to overcome the

Great Depression through Smoot and Hawley
Tariff Act by imposing tariffs on the imports, but
with this they worsened their own economy as
the other countries retaliated in a similar
manner.
Now the question arises that, is free trade a
better option? Free trade enables people to
buy cheaper or better-made products from
anywhere in the world. But in that case the
purchase of local products will decrease and
will lead to loss of jobs in wealthier countries,
and hence it will result in an uneven growth.
The American President and former
businessman’s decision to take on the
populous nation could lead to adverse effects
on not only the domestic participants of both
the countries but also on the other contributors
of international trade. In a trade war, there is no
winner and if this tit-for-tat strategy continues,
then a trade war is likely to be witnessed.
“An eye for an eye leaves the whole world
blind.” -Anonymous
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HOME AUTOMATION

IN INDIA

Chehneet Kaur
Executive Editor

Have you noticed how many remotes for each
appliance you have at home? Feels so confusing at
times and is even a headache to handle all of them
at once and you won’t deny when I say, changing
their batteries time to time is a total mess.
Fortunately, with innovations in technology we have a
solution to this too! With technological
advancements, the home automation system is
evolving as the next best domestic facility. According
to a report published, the home automation system
market was valued at United States Dollar (USD)
39.93 Billion in 2016 and is expected to reach USD
79.57 Billion by 2022, at a Compound Annual Growth
rate (CAGR) of 11.3% during the forecast period.
Depicted below is the share of home automation
market across India in 2018: -

There are various reasons in the increase of the
market. Few are stated below:-

Home automation means building automation
for a home, called a smart home or smart
house. A home automation system can control
lighting, climate, entertainment systems, and
appliances. It also includes home security
such as access control and alarm systems.
When connected with the Internet, home
devices are an important constituent of the
Internet of Things.

In an easier way, imagine that you’re on your
way back to home from a tiring day at office
and just before you reach your home, the
temperature of your home changes from 32°C
to a pleasant 22°C, the blinds go down, the
lights turn on and your favourite music plays,
all by itself with the touch of a button. Isn’t it
something you dreamt of? Who wouldn’t want
this way of easier living?
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Thanks to voice control platforms like
Amazon Alexa, Apple Siri, Google Assistant
and others, you can operate your home’s
lights, audio equipment, thermostats, and
complete home automation systems by
uttering a string of verbal instructions. Now,
if you’re thinking it’s a privilege only rich
people can afford then NO, there are

various budgets and system packages
ranging from an automated bulb costing just
Rs. 600 to a fully automated bungalow
costing around 1 Lac and above. Now
comes the various aspects of this product
that will make you understand if it’s the right
thing for you.

Pros

Cons

Energy saving- Thermostats, air
conditioning, and lighting can all be
controlled for optimal energy efficiency.

Installation- Installing a home automation
device can be a significant burden on the
homeowner and time consuming too.

Convenience- All of your products will be
programmed to your needs.

Complex technology- There may be some
learning curve for non-tech savvy people.

Security- smart homes are well-known for
their improved security.

Cost- Some smart products can be fairly
expensive.

As well spoken by Edward Teller, the science of today is the technology of tomorrow. At this
era, we need to move along with this fast pacing technology and make the best use of it.
Home automation is the next gen move to a smart home. Go ahead and adopt this new
technology for a smarter living.

Image Source - Designlike.com

Image source - The Telegraph

ONE

WORLD
CURRENCY

We are sure, you have imagined it at least once!

Ranjot Singh
Correspondent

With the ascent of globalization, the world has become
more integrated and interdependent. The international
trade has risen tremendously in the past few years. It is
all due to ever increasing demands, and limited
resources within the frontiers of a country. All these
events have also intensified the competition among the
firms of different countries.
It is obvious that for carrying out an monetary activity,
exchange of value for goods is involved. The exporter
desires money in his local currency. Due to this, the
importer always faces problems in foreign exchange
rate. Depending on the rate, the business’ success may
be hampered or be fruitful. Would it be a boon or a
bane for the businessmen operating across the globe if
we adopt same currency all over the world? This is
truly a considerable question.
Having same face of notes in all the wallets may
smoothen the activities across boundaries. There might
be less formalities to be carried out in the operations
and this move will make sure that the businessmen
focus only on the core activities of the premises. It will
not just boost their production process but also be
beneficial for the country’s economy. The
manipulation by the government officials in the
foreign exchange market rises the risks involved as
different parties have different policies regarding
functioning of an economy. Due to such reasons, only
tycoons get involved in working on such a huge
platform. Rather the implication of such a move may
make monetary exchange problems vanish in a go.
Considering the other sectors affected by such a policy,
it is seen that the “Tourism Industry” occupies a
prominent position. The affordability may no longer be
an issue for the cross-border travellers. This may
increase the inflow of tourists giving a boost to the
national income of the country.
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Implementation of “One World - One Currency” is not
as easy as it seems. Its implication may lead to the
collapse of some weak economies or even it may
drastically affect the strong ones too. It is due to the
fact that after levying such a policy no state would get
any benefits of devaluation and may lead to lack of
purchasing power, considering the downfall in money
supply. It may be not be surprising to find out the
decrement in inter-firm competition on the grounds of
price. This will really be a worse scenario of the
market as it literally means absence of competition and
no market can survive without that.
One World One Currency will also impact the
outsourcing business adversely. The costs involved in
carrying out such operations will become equal across
globe and as a result no company would like to have
its operations out of its borders in unknown hands.
And if the same happens, countries like India will have
a great economic depression as it is one of the most
prominent sources of income nowadays. It may not be
wrong to say that almost all firms, whose needs can be
satisfied within their own frontiers, would no longer
love to work internationally. Considering this, it might
bring an end to the word One World either.

As the present scenario speaks out, the topic: “One
World – One Currency” requires discussions like cats
and dogs before any decision is to be passed regarding
the same. It may have a positive result or may carry a
drastic result along with it. It may also happen that it
would have drawbacks in the short run but might
prove beneficial in the long run. The outcome is really
uncertain which definitely needs to be predicted
beforehand with high level of precision before any sort
of decision is to be made over the same.
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2i + 2u
The Indo-US 2+2 Talks
Ananya Singh
Senior Correspondent

‘2i + 2u’ gives an impression that it is a
mere algebraic equation. Well, if it was an
algebraic equation, it would have been very
easy to tackle. But, what exactly does it
signify, if it’s not math. Unlike algebra, ‘2i +
2u’ is a real life complexity. It stands for
“2+2: Indo US dialogue “. Ever wondered
how a dialogue can be complex? In our
day-to-day activities it might not be
complex; but, when two nations; one, the
world’s largest democracy and another,
world’s oldest democracy meet to
converse, it ought to be difficult. The needs
and viewpoints of a developing country and
developed one will naturally differ. To bring
these needs and strategies to a common
point, this dialogue mechanism has been
set up. This article aims to throw light upon
this dialogue mechanism. So, it is clear
‘2+2’ is not algebra. This term is used for
institutionalisation of a dialogue
mechanism between two countries
consisting of key ministries of defence and
external affairs. The format of 2+2 is drawn
on a framework used by Japan for its
strategic interaction with the U.S., France,
Russia and Australia. 2+2 dialogue
between India and USA was agreed during
the visit of Prime Minister Narendra Modi to
The USA in June 2017.It is similar to India
Japan 2+2 dialogue format between
foreign and Defence secretaries and
ministers of the two countries. The 2+2
Indo U.S. dialogue was held between the
Indian External Affairs Minister Madam
Sushma Swaraj, Defence Minister Madam
Nirmala Sitharaman, and U.S. Secretary of
State, Mr. Michael Pompeo, and Defence
Secretary, Mr. James Mattis. This 2+2
dialogue was meant to replace the
strategic and commercial dialogue between
the foreign and commerce ministers of two
countries that was held during the previous
Obama Administration.

The main focus is on “strengthening strategy,
security and defence cooperation between
the two countries”. The first addition of this
dialogue was held in New Delhi on 6th
September 2018. One of the major decisions
taken was the signing of the long pending
Communications Compatibility And Security
Agreement (COMCASA) and setting up of a
hotline between the External Affairs Minister
and the Raksha Mantri with their American
counterparts. COMCASA will provide legal
framework for the transfer of communication
equipment from USA to India. Other issues
that were touched upon: first, India’s entry in
the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG); second,
H-1B visa issue; third, regional stability of
South Asia, South-East Asia and IndoPacific; and fourth, the issue of Pakistan’s
territory being used to launch terrorist attacks
on other countries.
The setting up of this 2+2 dialogue has not
been easy. This dialogue has been cancelled
twice before it was finally held in September.
The reasons for delay remain unanswered.
2+2 dialogue has been a means of
discussing some vital issues between the two
nations. It is hoped that this dialogue will
bring the strategic and security interests of
both nations to centerstage. Also, this
dialogue might lubricate the stifling ties
between these nations, and help in
addressing common problems faced by
them. But every good thing comes at a cost.
This dialogue has been quite limited in its
scope. Bureaucratic inertia, legal issues and
suspicion of the other’s motives are some
other topics which need to be addressed.
Also, this is not the first time that an IndianAmerican bilateral institution has been set
up. Thus, it can be said that mere
establishment of institutions and working on
dialogues is not sufficient. These strategic
decisions need to be worked out practically,
that too with great caution.
It is a good start towards the betterment of
the ties between the two countries. And
people on both sides wish, it continues to go
a long way, and strengthens the relations
between the two nations.

Image source - Sputnik International

CA, COFFEE AND CANVASS
TALKING TO ALUMNUS

Do you remember your first day
at Khalsa? (If yes, how was it?)
Well, if we count induction day as
the first day then yes, I have some
faint memories of that day. I and
my father went to attend the
program. All the students and
guardians were assembled in the
auditorium. The auditorium was as
marvelous and awesome back
then, as it is now. The Principal,
H O D C o m m e rc e a n d o t h e r
teachers introduced us with the
way things work at the college
(Yes, I remember, one of which was
how to read our time tables). But
the best memory of that day is
Ankur. I was into theatre during my
school days. But watching the antiragging play performed by Ankur
at Jannat (back then I didn’t know
it was so called) gave me jitters. I
remember my father telling me,
“You MUST try to get into this.”
Soon, I did.

CA SUMIT JALAN
What were your favourite
attractions in the North
C a m p u s ? Wo w. I n t e re s t i n g
question. For me the whole
Campus was full of amusements.
As far as I could help, I never took
any conveyance for travelling
inside the Campus, even if my
destination was as far as Kamla
Nagar, for I loved walking down
the roads of the campus. For once
I even considered staying there
even after my graduation (inspired
by TJ from Rang De Basanti). That
being said, if I be specific, my
favourite attractions were, first of
all, my college of course. Every
nook and corner of my college.
The foodie inside me says – Mor
Singh ke chhole kulche (the
bicycle that stands across the road
from our College main gate),
Aunty ki sevpuri (the small stand
near the photocopy shop) and
Suresh ke paranthe at Hudson
Lane.

How had the transition from
school to Khalsa affected you?
The transition from school to Kindly tell me about your current
college was pretty drastic for me. schedule and activities Currently
Even if we don’t count the a major chunk of my daily time
experiences that a young boy has in goes to the books I am writing on
a new city, the whole environment GST. Then, in the evening I teach
of college was way different from GST to students of professional
that of school. It taught me many courses. Side-by-side I also
things, to name a few - Fund practice as a CA. More often than
m a n a g em en t, s elf- d is cip lin e, not, I need to travel to different
personality development.
cities for seminars, but I do ensure
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that none of my students suffer
because of it. Among these, I
still manage to take out time to
help students and other people
who seek guidance from me
regarding various aspects of
their lives. But above all, Family
always gets the 1st priority in my
schedule, no matter what.
What was that one thing that
has always motivated you to
come to the college.
Not 1 but 2 – Ankur and
ComSoc.
Kindly share your 2 best
memories in the institution.
1st – The successful
organization of ComZone in my
3 rd y e a r. I n t h o s e d a y s ,
ComZone wasn’t a part of
Lashkara. As a leader
(President), it was my first
experience of hosting an event at
such a large scale. But thanks to
the full support of my amazing

Council Members and the
hyperactive volunteers, I never felt
the burden on my shoulders. The
organization was completely
smooth and we managed to make it
a grand successful 2 full days
event. 2nd – Trip with Ankur to
Kanpur for IIT ’s cultural fest
Antaragni in my 2nd year. We took
our play Baazaar to compete in the
street play competition. Till the Dday, we practiced day and night
“rigorously”. I remember, during
the practice my Kurta got torn, like
a full 20 sq. inch gaping hole on my
back in that chilly night…. A
couple of hrs. later, I slipped on the
grass and the accidental full split
t o re o f f m y p a i r o f j e a n s
completely…but we STILL DIDN’T
S TO P P R A C T I C I N G . I w a s
running around in rags all night.
Perhaps, it was our that dedication
that helped us bag the 1st prize on
a national level. A moment of glory
for all of us.
Being a CA pursuant is not easy.
Our young readers can benefit
from some inspiration and tips
from you. To all the CA aspirants,
my only tip is – relax and enjoy. At
the end of the day, it is just an
examination. Remember, once upon
a time, even writing the alphabets
seemed so difficult. Yet you
managed to conquer it, didn’t you?
Same thing happened again in Class
X board exams. You managed to
overcome that obstacle as well. You
h a v e b e e n o v e rc o m i n g s u c h
obstacles all throughout your life.
So why are you so afraid of these

exams? You shall overcome them as
well. But if you are not careful, you
may lose the golden years of your
age. At this phase in your life, your
energy level is at its highest. So why
waste it by overburdening yourself?
These years won’t come back EVER,
so don’t forget to live life. Always
remember, a relaxed sponge
absorbs more than a squeezed one.
Your brain is also like a sponge, the
more you keep it relaxed, the better
it will absorb. That being said, give
all the subjects the due focus,
concentration and dedication it
requires. It’s the quality that you put
in that matters, not the no. of hrs.
you spend with the book in hands.
If I were to wander into the
faculty room and mention your
name, what reaction would I get?
How would the teachers
characterise you?
Do some
teachers see you differently than
others? I spent a large part of my
3rd year in the then faculty room
(Which now has been converted to
seminar room). Being the President
of ComSoc I had to do long
discussions regarding the future
plans with the Convener and other
teachers. That, and my interactions
with all the teachers in my classes
brought me really close to them.
Now, I can only guess how they
would react on my name, but one
thing I am sure is that the reaction
won’t be that of confusion or
forgetfulness. As mentioned earlier,
I love them all and they love me too
(note the tense, it’s present, not
past).The questions regarding

characterization and if some would
see me differently than others could
best be answered by them.
How did you manage your studies
and societies, because the options
you have opted demand a lot of
time, be it Ankur or CA, Comsoc
or BCH? It might sound a bit
cliched, but it’s true - time
management is the key. But I learnt
it the hard way as well. There were
times when I got into lot of troubles
for being over-occupied. I devoted
my 1st yr. to Ankur and BCH in a
60-40 ratio. The effect got reflected
in my poor results. Next year I tried
to make it 50-50 and thanks to the
support of my fellow members at
Ankur and my respected teachers, I
was successfully able to do so. My
active participation participation in
the ComSoc activities began in this
year itself when I took the post of
Gen. Sec. CA had no role to play till
then. It was the end of 2nd year when
I decided to pursue CA and
appeared for my CPT with the 2nd
year exams, hereby making the
IPCC due with my 3rd year exams.
This made the articled training
under CA curriculum due after I
graduated. My 3rd year was majorly
devoted towards ComSoc and my
studies.That’s how I managed to
juggle between the 4 important
aspects of my college life. But none
of these would have been possible
without the active support of my
awesome team at Ankur and
ComSoc, and my always supportive
teachers.
Interviewed by Gopal Batra, Editor-in-chief
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VENEZUELA- A BARREL OF WEALTH
Unraveling the Crisis- A Research
Wardah Khan
Senior Correspondent

Which used to be among the economically surging countries of South America owing to its haven of world’s
largest oil reserves is combating with the gravest fiscal anomalies and hyperinflated economy of all times.
Venezuela has come a long way right from the unstable civilian-military battle of power in establishing its
democracy and building its economic standing on oil wells with oil trade accounting for 95% of its exports,
50% of government revenue and 30% of the total GDP to witnessing one of the biggest crisis in global
economy on this date. The crisis has not only resulted in inflation, reduced supply of consumer goods, debt
trap but also lowered the living conditions leading to a bigger humanitarian crisis with netizens migrating to
nearby Ecuador, Columbia and Brazil.
Oil Boom and Early Economy
The crisis dates back to the global Oil Boom of 2000s when the then President Hugo Chavez taking
advantage of the rising oil prices furthered public spending and social security measures to gain a political
foothold. Consequently, social spending as a component of GDP rose from 28% to 40% between 2000 and
2013. Borrowings against future oil exports and selling oil at below the market rates not only doubled public
debt from 28% of GDP to 58% of GDP between 2000 and 2012 but also caused widespread economic
mismanagement which was to have adverse long- term consequences in the future. Being a major exporter of
oil, Venezuela does not produce much of its consumer good but imports it from its buyers of oil abroad.
Hence, lack of investment in domestic production due to reliance on oil exports further slowed down its
economic productivity. Government turned to expropriation and nationalization as a result of which the
number of private companies fell drastically from 14000 in 1998 to 9000 in 2011. Expropriation and
nationalization measures strongly discouraged foreign investment which would’ve otherwise increased
capital and employment levels of the country.
The darker daysonset of Economic Crisis
With the death of Chavez and election of President Nicolas Maduro in 2013, the existing economic policies
were viewed as unstable and overly dependent on oil exports. The crash in oil prices in 2014 was a massive
blow for the Maduro government which wasn’t well-equipped to deal with this economic disaster. The fall in
government revenue by nearly 35% in between 2014 and 2017 called for immediate austerity measures and
cut down on public spending. Instead of amending the fiscal policy measures, the government resorted to
amplify printing of currency that caused inflation of about 20% in 2012 which was expected to surpass
1100% by 2017. In order to curb inflation, government adopted price controls which proved to be ineffective
against the already short supply tanks of consumer goods and domestic products running dry by that time.
Furthermore, the piled up economic debt of Venezuela which it promised to pay off against future oil exports
during the oil boom posed serious economic threat to the country in the form of seizure of its overseas assets
like CITGO, a subsidiary of its state oil company- Petroleos de Venezuela (PdVSA), oil shipments, cash
payments of its oil exports. Government’s measures to meet its debt obligations included cut down on
imports and price controls. Reduced imports caused severe shortage of food, medicine, daily need products
causing massive backlash by the civilians and a wave of protests, unrest across the country.
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Reshaping of the Economy
Amidst this huge economic turmoil, Maduro assured better times by restructuring of economy and
financing of impending debts, in a television address. Though unconfirmed, Venezuela owes as much as
$64 billion to the bondholders, $20 billion to China and Russia, $5 billion to multilateral lenders such as the
Inter-American Development Bank and tens of billions to creditors and importers in the oil industry. The
Maduro government plans to pay off its private bond obligations in a strategic move as the legal challenges
thrown by the creditors in case of default might result in Venezuela losing out its major assets like oil
shipments, CITGO in USA (owned by PdVAS) and cash payments for oil. Analysists have it that
government can afford to default in government bonds but not the private ones especially those against the
PdVSA collaterals as it would be easier to seize the private assets rather than the government’s. How well
this strategy plays out will be interesting to know considering the close links between the government and
the PdVSA.
Geopolitical ties
Although China and Russia have consistently tried to lend helping hand to lessen the mounting fiscal
pressure of Venezuela, the approaches of these two allies have been in a stark contrast to each other. While
Russia agreed to restructure the $3.15 billion debt of Venezuela despite its own grave fiscal situation, China
has prioritized the economic value of its investments in Venezuela over friendly ties. However, in late
November, the US subsidiary of Sinopec, China’s largest state-owned oil company, sued PdVAS in a U.S
court over default in payments. But PdVAS settled the dispute with the subsidiary thereby displaying the
close political relations with the Chinese government.
While there has been a minimal effect of Venezuela’s economic crisis on the global front, it has severed the
trade links of the country with one of its closest aides that is United States of America. Numerous US
investors hold Venezuelan government and PdVAS bonds and following the crisis, they might find
themselves suffer losses or amidst complicated legal battles against the government in days to follow.
However, the situation seems worse for Venezuela and lesser for the USA as the latter is a critical partner of
the former in terms of external trade. In 2016, Venezuela’s exports to USA accounted for about 22% of the
total exports while its imports were 26% of Venezuela’s imports. US-Venezuela trade is largely dominated
by oil with Venezuela being third largest importer of crude oil to USA following Canada and Saudi Arab.
However, USA exports relatively small amount of refined oil and light crude oil to the PdVAS oil refineries.
Much of US exports to Venezuela include merchandise such as machinery ($847 million), cereals ($394
million), organic chemicals ($324 million) and electrical machinery ($290 million) among others. For each
one of these goods, the value of exports of USA to Venezuela has dropped between 40% and 75% since
2013. Apart from this Venezuela accounts for less than 1% of total foreign direct investment of USA.
According to official figures, more than 500 US companies were represented in Venezuela in mid-2016 but
following the economic instability in the country, most of them have either left the country, curtailed the
operations there or restructured the subsidiaries to minimalize the effect of their activities on the parent
company. These include the likes of Bridgestone, Colgate, Kimberly Clark, Pepsi and United Airlines. It
appears unlikely for the Venezuelan government to seek US assistance in the face of such heightening
tension between the two nations. But, if the policymakers involve in a reorientation process, US might
consider lifting of sanctions that restrict Venezuela’s access to US financial system and help Venezuela to
reconstruct its economy.
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IMF Assistance
In a typical IMF assistance programme in the form of multilateral aid packages to countries entrapped in
fiscal crises, it seeks to have a control on the country’s government policies. However, the unhealthy
relationship maintained by the Venezuelan government with the IMF for decades, restricting it to have a
periodic surveillance on the country’s economy can possibly lead the country to be ripped of its
membership of the institution. Interestingly, USA is the largest shareholder of IMF and it can very well
‘play cupid’ in negotiations between the institution and the Venezuelan government. If things are
expected to go down well in time to come between the IMF and Venezuelan government, there is still a
larger debate surrounding the magnitude of financial assistance that the IMF plans to go ahead with in
resolving the crisis. Estimates suggest that Venezuela will be needing an annual funding of $30 billion,
possibly for several years to combat the situation effectively. But, that would surpass the permissible
lending limits of IMF even if such financial assistance is coupled with bilateral and multilateral funding.
Though IMF has provisions with respect to rolling out of financial assistance beyond normal limits, such
exceptional assistance has come under fire in the past during the Eurozone financial crisis when such help
was extended controversially to many Eurozone countries. It is too early to comment on whether such
large assistance, if provided to Venezuela, would cause similar concerns for the IMF lending practices or
whether another discourse would be adopted by IMF in reviving Venezuela out of this dire economic and
humanitarian crisis.
‘Odious debt’- future prospect
Odious debt is a concept used to refer to a situation wherein the debt incurred by a previous unstable
government which was not beneficial for the public is not enforceable. Although the concept finds its
origin in the 1920s, it does not find recognition in any of the international laws and neither has it been
used by any other country in a similar crisis following a regime change.
Some experts and members of the Opposition suggest this measure to overcome the crisis caused by the
flawed economic policies of the National Constituent Assembly (the ruling party). Though the concept of
odious debt can ease the current economic distress of Venezuela, it will throw up a host of legal
proceedings and public policy questions to address. Similar debates have been taking place between
policy experts as to whether this strategy would bring better days for Venezuela or play a spoilsport and
further elevate the problems for the country.

Conclusion
The Venezuelan economic crisis has been accelerating with years now, it still is in a stage capable of
being resolved with better restructuring and policy reforms possible with effective governance. The
country is facing a host of issues ranging from- acute shortage of consumer goods, shrunken economic
productivity, lack of foreign assistance, widespread unemployment, hyperinflation and a vicious debt trap
above all. If the government cuts down on unabated printing of currency, irrational debt restructuring
plans and strengthens economic ties with IMF and the country’s trading partners; then there’s still a silver
lining in the dark clouds hovering around Venezuela.

GUEST COLUMN
Impact of Revised Indian Financial
Reporting Standards on Accounting
System
CA Parveen Kumar
National Head – Assurance,
ASA & Associates, LLP

I would like to commence the lecture with insights into two of
the biggest accounting scandals of Enron Corporation and
Satyam Computers. Satyam computers had inflated its cash
and bank balance, understated its liabilities and overstated its
number of employees. PWC served as independent auditors
of Satyam Computer Services when the report of scandal
broke in the books of Satyam Computer Services. The Enron
corporation were involved in one of the largest accounting
frauds. They were able to hide billions of dollars in debts
through incorrect financial reporting. The auditors, Arthur
Anderson, which earlier was a part of ‘Big Five’, has been
cited as the biggest failure, and had to close its operation
across the globe.
As a result of the increasing complexities in accounting,
including multi locational presence of various corporate,
introduction of International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS) was need of the hour. It was required to provide an
accounting language that was common to all countries,
thereby specifying the simplified procedure of financial
reporting.
India opted to implement IFRS converged
standards instead of adopting. This resulted in the formation
of Indian Accounting Standards (Ind AS). This implementation
of Ind AS is being done in phased manner, large companies,
listed companies first, banking and insurance companies
later.
Ind AS 109, an Indian version for IFRS 9, was
implemented before various other countries and it will be
interesting to see the impact of Ind AS 115 during the current
year financial reporting.
At last I would like to brief you all about the purpose of auditing. It involves carrying procedures to form an
opinion on whether the financial statements of an entity provide true and fair view of performance and
financial position of the business entity. The auditor role is quite difficult as it acts as a guardian of all those
interested in the working of the company.

(This lecture was provided by CA Parveen Kumar – National Head – Assurance on September 24, 2018 and the aim of the lecture
was to throw light on the impact of revised IFRS on accounting system. We are proud to have CA Parveen Kumar as our guest
speaker who is an expert in IFRS, Ind AS and international GAAP. With an experience of over 28 years in Accounting Advisory,
Audits, he has designed systems for cost efficiency and timely delivery. His accumulated experience and knowledge are
formidable)
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A TALE OF EXISTENCE
Harleen Kaur
Senior Correspondent

On a sunny morning in the midst
of August, Amir woke up to the

was not an easy one. The sea
route from the Middle East to

save their life at any cost. In a
little while, the group went aboard

sound of a loud explosion outside
his house. He lived with his

Europe was rough and infamous
for unfortunate events. But at this

the small boat and with faith in
their hearts and Allah in their

mother, Razia and a younger
sister Sahiba in a small town
called Terjano in Syria, while his

point, the survivors had no choice
but to leave the land that had
nothing to offer but death. A

minds, they prayed for a safe
journey. But alas, the ocean had
different plans. A couple of hours

father Rashid was away working
in the capital, Damascus, to make

scared Amir with his little sister in
his arms sat inside, perplexed and

into their journey, to everyone’s
dismay, a violent storm began.

a living for the family. Amir held
onto his scared sister when his
mother went outside to see what

unaware about the wave of
ordeals that surrounded them.
Razia hurriedly came inside and

The unforgiving waves thrashed
the boat like the fierce shots of a
canon gun. The boat capsized and

had happened. Smoke filled the
entire room when his mother

told Amir that they’ve to leave.
‘But Ammi, what about Abbu?

all the passengers were washed
overboard. Razia held on to her

opened the door. To their worst
fear, the rumors of bomb attacks
had come to be true at last. The

We can’t leave without him!’, said
a concerned Amir. She had no
answer to this, so she chose to lie.

children for as long as she could
but the waves broke their bond. In
a matter of seconds, Amir and

Americans had dropped the bomb
and their village was in ruins in a

Amir believed his mother that his
Abbu was already waiting for him

Sahiba drifted away from their
mother. As they took their last

matter of seconds. Many innocent
people lay dead on the ground,
burnt to their core. His mother

in a distant but safe country. A
hopeful Amir started helping his
mother in packing their valuables.

breaths, Amir looked at her
mother and in his way, bid her
goodbye.
A few days later,

panicked but reality hit her soon;
Razia had to save her children by

Soon, they were ready to leave.
But, would they be able to make it

Amir ’s dead corpse washed
ashore. Nobody knows where

any means. Her husband’s face
flashed before her eyes, but she
knew she couldn’t wait for him as

to the safer land? After a short but
terrifying journey, they reached
the shore. A group of about 20-25

Razia, Sahiba or the other group
members ended up; if anyone was
still out in the sea adrift or if all of

doing so could cost her their
children’s lives. The Imam

survivors had already gathered
there. Razia took a sigh of relief

them faced the same fate as poor
Amir. The news of Amir’s death

(Islamic equivalent of a priest)
somehow managed to go about
the village and inform the

knowing that they had made it in
time. She saw before her a small
inflatable boat and to her it was

and his lost daughter and wife
shattered Rashid’s heart like a
broken mirror. Perhaps, just like

survivors that a group is fleeing
the country via the sea route. This

her last ray of hope. The boat had
a capacity of about 15 people but

Razia wished, Amir did reach a
safer, better place.

journey across the two continents

all everybody cared about was to
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Backbenchers - A word that study at home and pass with flying
generally takes the reader to a world colours. Moreover, they are the only
where the students sitting on the last kids who raise their voice against the
benches of a classroom are the most tother students and save the whole
mischievous and non-studious ones class when they exceed their lecture’s
and are often scolded by every duration or give extra assignments.
teacher. It is a common perception Bill Gates has quoted - “If you want to
that backbenchers are only present pass in exams, ask first bench
in the class for their lagging behind students. If you want to get success in
attendance, making troubles, and your life, ask last ones.” In fact this
b e i n g m e n a c e f or e v e r y on e . doesn’t guarantee anyone that all last
However, this notion does not benchers will be successful in their
always prove to be correct. No lives but it points out the fact that one
student enters the classroom to should not be studious all the time.
annoy the teachers. They just want They should be experienced in
to enjoy themselves
thoroughly with the
studying part. They are the
most fun loving, mess
Kavita
creators, not so attentive
Correspondent
students but then too they
manage to get good marks.
other fields as well. Social life should
Apparently, it is a major stereotype
also be balanced. One must have good
and now this scenario has changed
friend circle to interact with and not
well. When asked to any last bencher
become a bookworm. Why people
about their studies, they may give
b elie ve backb enchers can’t do
such replies that the listeners may
anything in their life is because of the
get shocked of the fact that they are
fact that they always do the opposite
also going in verse with their teacher
of what their teachers tell them. Also,
and syllabus. Also, it is beautifully
they think outside the box which is a
quoted by former Indian president
necessity in today’s world. Because
APJ Abdul Kalam-“The best brains
self-gained experience is what matters
of the nation maybe found on the
the most. Presently, the society’s
last benches of the classroom.” One
viewpoint for the backbenchers is also
might get chuckled with amazement
prejudiced as they are considered
due to the aerial views of last
unbothered about studies. Whilst
benches as it comprises of lunch
folks maybe are unaware of the fact
boxes, unorganised assignment
that these students are smarter and
sheets and closed books despite of
pragmatic . They are much gregarious
the lecture going on. These students
and have made a lot of friends. When
might have fun in class but they

it comes to real life circumstances,
they have more experiences of
creating pranks, getting caught and
beaten by the teachers, being
answerable to the principal etc. So,
they are certainly more skilful and
teachers can deal with such
situations like a pro in future as well.
Moreover, in the words of former
Indian prime minister Lal Bahadur
Shastri - “They are the most stupid
but stupendous students of the
class.” They know how to create the
problems and also how to face and
tackle them. This is not an end to
the justification to this
cliché for all people out
there. Presence of every
kind of student and little
fun and mischiefs are
must for eﬀective learning
in a class. The backbenchers are
generally humoured, ambiguous and
the spirit of amusing side of the
class. Without them the class seems
to be full of bondservants listening
to their sovereign. In addition to
this, it is an undeniable fact that
they are the ones who enjoy their
college life to the core. Despite of
being targeted by each and every
teacher, they never forget to enjoy
every moment even if includes
standing out of the classroom for
punishment or being appraised by
the teachers for being stupid
nuisance. It’s the time we should
change our mindset and accept the
fact that the backbenchers are the
most rarefied and mysterious
students.

BACKBENCHERS
A CLICHÉ
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Ç

COMM TO DOTCOM
Saiyam Jain
Executive Editor

Error 404/ 527; site not found, check your internet connection
↓
2018
1.5gb per day for a month @ ₹99 only

Do not turn the page if you have witnessed such
change because there are many more relatable
ones to come!! Sounds good?

Digitalisation is the integration of digital technologies into everyday life by the digitisation of everything that can
be digitised. Introducing digitization to commerce was one of those rare yet pure initiation that revolutionised the
entire industry adding several horizons to explore. People saw the potential in digitalisation and thus came up with
new and innovative models; easing up the antecedent procedures with internet playing the vital role. Internet was
welcomed with open arms due to its wide range of applicability and higher efficiency.
1. E- commerce companies created several online shopping portals with doorstep delivery that added comfort
in people's lives. Shops and malls were reduced to mere a source of window shopping.
(Task 1: give the name of world’s largest e-commerce website)
2. Data conversion from hard copy to soft copy is another area where digitalisation has done wonders.
Digitised documents are safer, easily accessible, have longer life than the age-old, tangible paperwork.
Digitisation revamped the entire stock market system, making the process much faster, safer, and coherent.
It increased liquidity in market and thus trading became far more systematised and favourable for the
masses. This led to better utilisation of funds increasing productivity of the country.
(Task 2: what is the process of converting physical securities to electronic format called)
As I promised I have delivered some very relatable examples, now allow me to make you realise the benefits you
have reaped without even accrediting digitalisation.
Flashback!!
8 November 2016
Dear customer your mobile bill is due on 11 November 2016, please pay the bill to prevent stoppage of services.
At this moment everyone had severe cash crunch due to demonetisation and the payment of utility bills was
another emergency. The process would have been far more arduous if there hadn’t been online wallets like Paytm
or net banking facilities.
Digitalisation of the finance sector has been a boon for the entire banking structure. New modes of payment have
been and are being added on a regular basis simplifying and adding convenience for the customers. As a result,
ATM machines, debit and credit cards, net banking and online wallets are becoming the apple of everyone’s eye.
Cryptocurrency and UPI are the talk of the town. India’s post payment bank is also an offspring of digitalisation.
All these fin-tech facilities allow its users to manage their funds on the go with just a tap on their smartphones. It
is a much more transparent and accountable system than cash, thus proving its worth in development of economy
as well. However, we should always keep in mind that every coin has 2 faces and digitalisation should not be used
to enjoy benefits on other’s expenses. Malpractices like hacking, phishing and internet fraud should be dealt
sternly as well as proper care should be taken by the consumers in order to protect their sensitive information.
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‘CRY’PTO CURRENCY
Ananya Singh
Senior Correspondent

From the time man began to trade things, the world
has witnessed massive changes in the mediums of
exchange. It was a big change when metallic coins
were introduced for trade, instead of the barter
system prevalent then. Similarly, the world
absorbed such drastic changes when paper currency,
plastic currency, e-wallet and online banking
started. The most recent change to the people of
21st century has been received from the
introduction of crypto currency. The world hasn’t
been able to adapt to this form to its full potential
yet. There is a lot of buzz about it, but no clarity
about what exactly it is. This article intends to
clarify the most common doubts about crypto
currency. Firstly, what is crypto currency? It is a
digital asset designed to work as a medium of
exchange that uses strong cryptography to secure
financial transactions, control the creation of
additional units, and verify the transfer of assets. In
simpler words, it is the medium of exchange which
uses strong cryptography, i.e. using the science of
the techniques of secret writing, to secure financial
transactions and verify transfer of assets.
Cryptocurrencies are used primarily outside the
existing banking and governmental institutions and
are exchanged over the Internet. The procedure of
investing in this may seem simple, but the work
done behind the scenes is very complex. To explain
the system in brief; the validity of each crypto
currency coin is provided by a block chain; it uses
various time-stamping schemes to prove the
validity of transactions added to the block chain
ledgers without the need of a trusted third-party;
and in these networks mining is a validation of
transactions. Having defined what is cryptocurrency
let’s now understand its legal position. The legal
position of cryptocurrency substantially varies from
country to country. For instance, this medium of
exchange has been banned in China, Bangladesh,
Nepal, Pakistan, and Egypt; while it is legal in
countries like Hong Kong, United States of
America, Nigeria etc. Some countries like India and
Canada have legalised cryptocurrency but banned

banking. The Indian Finance Minister Arun Jaitley
stated that, the government does not recognise
cryptocurrency as legal tender or coin. In the
beginning of this financial year, the reserve bank of
India announced a ban on the sale or purchase of
crypto currency. Therefore, the government plans
on to penalizing crypto payments. Since a medium
of exchange does not have a backing from the
country’s government, it is difficult to tell how safe
it is as a form of investment. Safety of
cryptocurrency depends on whether the government
of the country in question supports it. It also
includes the rate of fraudulent cases. There are
certain types of malware which can steal private
keys for bitcoin wallets, allowing the bitcoins to be
stolen themselves. In one such fraud, reported in
February 2014, a virus through Pony botnet stole up
to $220,000 in cryptocurrencies including bitcoins
from 85 wallets. Then there is some ransomware,
which attack the computer’s software and sends
messages to the effected to disclose their credit card
details. Cryptocurrencies have been compared to
economic bubbles, Ponzi schemes and pyramid
schemes. Cryptocurrency can be permanently lost
from local storage due to malware or data loss. So,
crypto currency might be the new rage but it still
lags behind the traditional financial products in
terms of security of consumer.
There is no clarity about the origin of bitcoin or
crypto currency. Thus, it cannot be classified as a
commodity neither can it be classified as a
currency. Cryptocurrencies bring with them the
ever-existing volatility. Therefore, they do not have
government backing in all countries. It might seem
as an easy way of multiplying one’s income in a
shorter period of time; but on the other hand, there
is no or little assurance of the safety of the
investment made. Hence, it would be a wise
decision to wait and see the development of
cryptocurrency in our country, before we actually
invest in it. After all we don’t want to cry after
investing in ‘cry’pto currency!

BEYOND THE
CLASSROOM
Web Series of the Edition- Ghoul
Following the success of Sacred Games, Netflix and Phantom Film's second collaboration - Ghoul, a
psychological horror thriller miniseries, not only explores deeper and much darker avenues into the horror
genre, but also revives the audiences' engrossment in an already dying Indian horror culture. The Radhika
Apte and Manav Kaul starrer series always keeps the viewers on the edge, with its gripping content, crisp
and fresh screenplay and stellar performances from an amazing cast. The old school jump scares, slow buildup and the unsettling and disturbing environment of the entire series provides for some really dark, intense
and intriguing drama. If you haven't yet seen this critically acclaimed Netflix original, do go out of your way
to check out this amazing series which has been making the rounds for all the right reasons. - Chehneet Kaur

Novels of the Edition
The Summons by John Grisham
If you’re up for a nice, engrossing and thrilling story then, this book is perfect for you. “The Summons” by
John Grisham is about a middle-aged professor of law, Ray Atlee, who teaches at the University of Virginia.
His old and sick father, who was once a beloved and powerful official in Clanton, Mississippi, now lies on
the death bed. Judge Atlee, sends out a summon to Ray, who had not visited him in years. The reason behind
the summon wasn’t an emotional one, rather it was in relation to the division of his estate. The meeting is not
held, and as a result Ray is left with numerous unanswered questions. It is his journey of discovering those
answers which were already known to someone.
This book highlights the sad realities of life and how relationships are tarnished because of the materialistic
wants. The story-telling of John Grisham can’t be matched. It makes the book rather addictive. The narration
takes the reader to the old town of Clanton, in the streets of Virginia and in the corridors of a few casinos and
the offices of powerful but bad men. It is a good read. Even though it’s a fiction, it helps the reader learn a
lot about the real world and its ways.
- Ananya Singh

Mewing the Movies
Satyameva Jayate- 'Satyameva Jayate' is a masala entertainer packed with high drama, action and
a message.
-The Times of India
Gold- What makes Gold worth a watch, despite some problems, are the flashes of well-done
humour, the skirmishes between the players and the rousing finale.
- The Indian Express.
Incredibles 2- This is the rare sequel that lives up to everyone’s massive expectations and delivers
as much of the joy, pathos and adventure as the original.
- commonsensemedia.org

Paltan- It is difficult to tell if Paltan is a war film or a long - drawn advertisement for the armed forces
- The Hindu
Happy Phirr Bhaag Jayegi- The new film is missing the freshness of the earlier one, and fails to give
us characters that are especially interesting in any way.
- News18.com
Stree- Despite all its flaws and ambiguous ideas, Stree is still an entertaining film.
- The Times of India
The Nun- While ‘The Nun’, that is yet another rip-off of the Conjuring series, has Vera Farmiga's
lookalike sister in lead role, it has none of its chills or thrills.
- The Indian Express
Mr and Mrs 420 Returns- In keeping with the season of sequels which have retained their original
storylines, Mr and Mrs 420 returns continues the tenor of its first film in its comic theme.
-The Times of India

Bloodline by Sidney Sheldon
‘Bloodline’ is a novel written by the master of thrillers, Sidney Sheldon. It is a saga of greed, betrayal,
sabotage, and danger. Chronology of the events fits perfectly in place and hence the book is a
complete page turner.
All the characters are full of personality and have their own past stories. The protagonist of the novel
is Elizabeth Roffe, daughter of a rich and powerful man Sam Roffe. The story revolves around
Elizabeth who inherits the multibillion dollar company “Roffe and Sons” after the mysterious death of
her father, her husband Rhys Williams who is the most trusted and effective employee of the company,
and her cousins (Alec, Ivo, Gassner, and Charles) who are the board members of the company and are
in desperate need of money but cannot sell their stake because the controlling shares have been passed
from Sam to Elizabeth who is not willing to make the company public. Why Elizabeth is so keen to
keep the company’s management within the family, how she faces the consequences of her decision,
was the death of her father caused by an accident or was it a murder, and is someone trying to betray
her? The book reveals it all.
I would definitely recommend this eminently well-crafted novel to all the thriller lovers, especially
young adults. ‘Bloodline’ is worth giving a try.
- Harshit Dhingra
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Tom Uncle Maggi

BISTRO 57

With over 100 oﬀ beat variations of maggi
this 1978 established maggi point still
doesn’t fail to impress our freshers. If
you’re a cheese fan, the cheese Maggie is
a MUST TRY.

Talking about famous joints and not
mentioning this hub would be a sin.
Serving scrumptious shakes, this place
won’t even burn a hole in your pocket.

Chalte Firte Momo Point

Chache Di Hatti

We all know how much we get momo
cravings. This place located in Hudson
Lane will get you going for more always…

Located in Kamla Nagar, this hub serves
lip-smacking Chole Bhature and is a NOT
TO MISS hub. The shop opens at 9 am and
generally sold out by 12 or 1.

Hudson Lane

Rent a Cycle

Talking about the heart of campus one
shouldn’t miss waﬄe sundae by Ricos,
burgers and pizzas by Café n Co., Platters of
Woodbox café, Echoes café and much more.
Also this is the best place to throw a party or
get-togethers.

This is the coolest thing to do with your
squad in campus. Rent a free cycle
from Vishwavidyala metro station and
take a round of DU. Trust me you’re
gonna be grateful to be in DU when
you do this.

Ridge & VC lawn
Sun bathing with your friends in winters
is the best when you’re in DU. You can
chill at the VC lawns/Ridge lawns for
this. Khooni jheel is also a must visit for
a spooky experience.

Pandit Ji Canteen
This open air low priced canteen has
some really friendly staﬀ and delicious
aloo paranthas. Cold coﬀee and mojito
are a must try too.

North Campus के अड्डे
By Chehneet Kaur
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND
INNOVATION

Gurleen Kaur
Senior Correspondent

It is essential to know the
difference between invention and
innovation. Invention is all about
the creation of new product or
service or process-often one that if
novel or untried. Such concept
tends to be “Revolutionary”.
Whereas innovation is the process by which
entrepreneurs convert opportunity into marketable
solutions. It is the means by which entrepreneurs
become catalysts for change. Thus we can say that
Artificial Intelligence is more of an invention but
applications of UBER computing ETA or Google maps
in estimating the speed of traffic are more of
innovations. Hence it becomes important to contrast
and compare new ventures and entrepreneurship.
If two friends open a restaurant in a suburb, it is a new
venture emitting huge risk but what they are providing
is not new they are neither creating a new consumer
demand nor a new satisfaction. Leading example of
Starbuck’s is an entrepreneurship. It didn’t buy any
new product they are just selling the coffee we all are
consuming from ages. But by analyzing the market
strength and changing needs and lifestyle of customers,
management techniques, standardizing the product and
service they were able to create a new market and new
customers. This is “Entrepreneurship”
Invention and new ventures can stand own its own but
entrepreneurship and innovation go hand in hand.
Peter Drucker, in his book “Management- Task and
Responsibilities and Practices” written way back in
1973 pointed out the two as the main function of every
business. Entrepreneurs innovate. They exploit changes
as an opportunity for a different business or a different
service by innovation.
Entrepreneurship creates an opportunity for a person to
make a contribution. Most new entrepreneurs help
local economy. Few - through their innovationscontribute to society as a whole. One example is

entrepreneur Steve Jobs, who
co-founded Apple in 1976,
and the subsequent revolution
in desktop computers. It gives
an individual the opportunity
to build equity, which can be
kept, sold, or passed on to
next generations. Innovations do not always have to
be technical nor are the outcomes guaranteed. Some
innovations turns out to be very big but are nothing
just a bit of technical brilliance, on the other hand
McDonald turns to be a very profitable business due
to modest intellectual pretensions.
Innovative Entrepreneurial Stories Detergent was not
invented by Karsanbhai Patel. Instead his innovation
in distribution, money back guarantee and appealing
price point is what transformed into Nirma story in
which an Indian Entrepreneur overtook one of the
MNCs and altered the rules of the business.
Now the most likely traditional halwai shop
“Haldiram”, it is an innovative story which provides
qualatitative food with extensive packing
distribution. On the other hand Prem Ganpathy- the
man who patented a huge success in providing Dosa
for more than 100 varieties in his menu, not only he
dealt with innovation he expanded his Dosa Plaza in
many parts of the world. Instead to be effective it
must be simple and focused on addressing specific
issue or need. It is always suggested that to start on
small scale with limited resources, few people in
hand and only a small market because it expands
from a small scale platform to huge plannings ahead
Innovations is done by Entrepreneurs, who are
human beings as well so innovation should never be
complex or clever innovation requires work, time
efforts expertise, knowledge, creativity and off
course willingness to challenge the dynamic
business environment
Success innovators must
build on their strength. Because at last innovation
aims at grasping the change and needs of customers.

Inputs from - Entrepreneurship-n introduction by Donald F. Kuratko, Times of India, Peter Drucker theories

Image source -Indian Express

Sensex rises over 250 points, Nifty reclaims
11,400 mark

IATA chief slams GST on overseas air
tickets

The Hindustan Times (17 August)

The Hindustan Times (4 September)

Elon Musk says Silver Lake, Goldman
advising on taking Tesla private

Telecom shares fall after Jio announces
cashback on Rs399 plan

The Hindustan Times (17 August)

www.indiainfoline.com (10 September)

Retail inflation cools to 10-month low of
3.69% in August
Rediff.com (20 August)

Panda is not endangered. Ola's feeding it
The Economics Times (10 September)

BPCL, HPCL, IOC drag BSE Oil & Gas
index down

Jet Airways declines 2% ahead of June
quarter results

The Economics Times (11 September)

The Economics Times (27 August)

Samsung's largest mobile experience
centre in the world comes up in
Bengaluru

Cars and bikes to get costlier from
September
The Economics Times (31 August)

The Economics Times (11 September)

Auto stocks rise up to 4% on August sales
numbers

BJP questions Congress MP Punia's
claims on Jaitley-Mallya

The Economics Times (3 September)

The Times of India (12 September)

Suzuki Motor Corp is planning to invest ₹
9,000 crores to build a new car plant in
Gujarat

Apple iPhone Xs, iPhone Xs Max and
iPhone XR launched

The Economics Times (3 September)

Byju, an Edutech start-up, is in talks with
General Atlantic and Temasek Holdings to
raise $200-300 million.
The Economics Times (3 September)

The Times of India (12 September)

Patanjali enters dairy business; eyes
sales worth Rs 1,000 crore next fiscal
Indian express
The Hindustan Times (12 September)
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RIPPLING
RIAL
Ranjot Singh
Correspondent
In the economic crisis scenario in different corners of
the world, Yemen has also come into picture these
days. The Yemini rial has lost more than half of its
value as against the U.S. dollar.Though the official
prices rest at 250 to the dollar, the on-street range from
480-630.
The financial crisis in Yemen dates back even before
the Yemini war, but the critical factor in the collapse of
its economy in the recent is the war started in
2015.The country has been divided into two- with the
Southern parts in the hands of President Abd-Rabbu
Mansour Hadi backed by Saudi Arabia, while the
northern parts rests with the Iran- aligned Houthi
movement. Not just politically, the state has been split
up economically. The central bank has also been
relocated from Sonaa to Aden.
The civil war has adversely affected the production
and the oil exports, which makes upto 80% of the
country’s budget. This has led upto fall in the foreign
exchange reserves with major inflows being stopped
and outflows being the same as Yemen imports 90% of
its food requirements. With the fall in reserves, the
prices of rial has soared heights resting Yemen with
the currency crisis. To overcome this, the government
has started printing more rials but this has also effected
negatively due to low foreign reserves.
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Yemen’s position is adverse. Rise of prices of imported
food has led to spread of hunger and diseases over
time. Various shops and godowns have been shut. The
situation of unemployment, besides price hike, has
created panic within the frontiers. The war summed
with the currency crisis has boosted the death toll in
the state.
At the moment, the country seeks international
intervention for putting a bar on its economic
problems. President Hadi said in a speech, “The
international community could not stop the war, but I
hope it intervenes to stop the collapse of currency.”
It will surely take time and pains for the country to
revive its financial strength. The United Nations must
also intervene with more force to stop the war because
the donations would not solve the currency crisis of
Yemen. The local people must also stand united
against all odds.
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- BUSINESSPERSON OF THE EDITION -

INDIRA NOOYI
PepsiCo’s first Female CEO
Making India Proud since October 1955!

Chehneet Kaur
Executive Editor

“..the more we can break the rules, the better off we’re
going to be..” says this Indian-American business
woman. She is consistently among the World’s 100 Most
Powerful Women. Yes! You’re guessing it right, she’s the
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of PepsiCo, Indra Nooyi.
This woman, who was born in Madras to a Tamil family
was ranked 13 on the list of Forbes World’s 100 most
powerful women in 2014. Since Indra Nooyi became the
Chief Finance Officer in 2001, Pepsi’s net profit rose
from $2.7 billion to $6.5 billion. She was named the
President and CEO in 2006 replacing Steven
Reinemund, becoming the fifth CEO in PepsiCo's 44year history. With her constant hard work to set a foot as
a first-generation immigrant in the United States, Indra
Nooyi was awarded the Padma Bhushan by the
Government of India in 2007 and on 14 December 2013
she was awarded by the President of India Pranab
Mukherjee at the Rashtrapati Bhavan. Before joining
PepsiCo, Nooyi worked at Johnson & Johnson. She has
also held various positions at Boston Consulting Group,
Asea Brown Boveri, and Motorola.
In the case of Nooyi the saying goes ‘behind every
successful woman, there is a woman’ as her mother has
been a great inspiration for her since childhood. Nooyi
claimed in an interview that "Even though my mother
didn't work and didn't go to college, she lived a life
vicariously through her daughters, so she gave us that
confidence to be whatever we wanted to be. That was an
incredibly formative experience in my youth”. The
woman who seems to be the ‘commerce queen’ wasn’t
actually the same since childhood. Nooyi received a
bachelor's degrees in Physics, Chemistry and
Mathematics from Madras Christian College of the
University of Madras and was also the lead guitarist of
an all girls’ band. She had also been a part of an all
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girls’ cricket team. Against her parents’ advice, she
came to the United States in 1978 at age 23 to earn
her M.B.A.in Public and Private Management at Yale
where she worked as a dorm receptionist—opting for
the graveyard shift because it paid an extra 50 cents
per hour. Not just in the business world, Indra has
managed to excel in her personal life too. Nooyi has
two daughters, one of which studies at Yale. Forbes
ranked her at the 3rd spot among 'World's Powerful
Moms' list.
After 24 years of service Nooyi will quit PepsiCo on
October 12. She will serve as the chairman until her
successor, PepsiCo president Ramon Laguarta takes
charge by 2019.
Being an inspiration to many and a prominent flagbearer of the new age wonder woman, she claimed
"In my heart I said, 'I can do this better than anyone
else can, and if everything else fails, they're going to
come to me and say, 'Fix it,' because I know I'm that
good,". “Remember, I could be the President of
India!" She added.

“I decided after a while I was never
going to win the looks battle. I
focused on the brains part. I focused
on doing the job better than anyone
else could do it.”
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मैं जी भर िजया, मैं मन से मरूँ,
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